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► November 2021

HAROPA PORT | Le Havre obtains the
AFNOR ISO 14001 certification

For the first time in its
history,

Le Havre regional management has been awarded
ISO 14001 certification for its environmental
management.

►►This certification completes the environmental approach of
HAROPA PORT which becomes a green corridor on the Seine axis range.
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These certificates are the recognition of the ways and means allocated by France’s leading port
to provide an environmentally friendly service.They confirm the value of a proactive policy to
make environmental issues integral to the management of the port’s projects.
"These certificates constitute recognition not of the transition but of the far-reaching transformation in
which we have been engaged for several years now. It is a daily challenge for our teams because we are
aware of the impacts our activities can have on the environment. But it is our responsibility as a public
entity to take every possible step to make our industrial and port complex more environmentally friendly."
Stéphane Raison, CEO of HAROPA PORT

►► This environmental approach is part of a broader ambition to make the entire
supply chain greener through HAROPA PORT corridor.

As a proof of this engagement, HAROPA PORT | Le Havre received last October
the Best Green Seaport award for the 5th time, facing the ports of Hamburg,
Long Beach and Singapore.
The prize was awarded after a vote by 15,000 Asian customers and partners, organized by Asia Cargo News
which covers supply chain and logistics news in the Asia-Pacific region.
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